2013 COBRA JET HARNESS LIST

- 1) M-14A005-FR500B, Main Body Harness ~ w/ Main PDB
- 2) M-14A006-CJ13, Controls Pack Harness
- 3) M-14B060-CJ13, Battery Cable Assembly
- 4) M-14290-CJ13, Forward Lamp Harness
- 5) CM-14407-CJ10, Fuel Jumper Harness
- 6) M-14402-CJ13, Center Console Harness
- 7) M-6304WHRN-CJ13, Gauges Harness
- 8) CM-12638-CJ13, Clutch Jumper
- 9) M-12639SCCS-AAA, Launch Control Harness (INCLUDES BUTTON)
- 10) CM-12637-AAA, Line Lock BUTTON ONLY

Additional Dunne-Rite Components:

- 11) CM-14A068-C, Controls Pack PDB
- 12) CM-4209ADPT-AC, Speed-Dial

SHOULD BE DELETED (DO NOT USE)

CM-12639SCCS-RESISTOR
- This is a sub-component of 12639SCCS-AAA, and cannot be used individually

CM-12639SCCS-BUTTON
- This is a sub-component of 12639SCCS-AAA
- This is also the EXACT same part as CM-12637-AAA